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A B S T R A C T

Students and lecturers cannot do direct learning. It is an obstacle in the delivery of material by the lecturer. The purpose of this research is to develop learning in the Digital Learning Learning Media course. This research uses development research—the model development used by ADDIE (Analyze, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation). The research subjects are three experts, which include material experts, media experts, learning design experts. The subject of the product trial is students. The methods used to collect data are observation, questionnaires, and tests. The instruments used to collect data are questionnaires and test sheets. The technique used to analyze the data is descriptive qualitative, quantitative, and statistical analysis. The results of the material expert test are 90% with the “very good” category, 90% “very good” learning design expert test, 90% media expert test in the “very good” category, and 95% student trials in the “very good” category. Based on data analysis, learning media for learning media is proven to be effective in learning. This finding proves a difference between the control class tcount value which is smaller than the experimental class tcount (3.558 < 5.610). The development of online learning can be helpful for students in carrying out learning caused by the limitations of distance and time. This bold course has innovative values, including independent online practice tests using camera simulators equipped with audio and video to make learning more interactive.

1. INTRODUCTION

The advancement of information technology is accelerating due to the availability of internet services. Online device development service providers have facilitated the development of online learning systems (Hwang et al., 2021; Sutarto et al., 2020). The youtube.com website is one of the online media devices that is frequently used as an online learning medium (Anugrahana, 2020; Mahasneh et al., 2021). In Indonesia, online education serves as a foundation for distance education. Distance Learning is mandated by the Regulation of The purpose of the Implementation of Distance Education in Higher Education is to increase the expansion and equitable distribution of educational opportunities, thereby making it easier for universities to provide high-
quality, relevant education and learning (Bosshardt & Chiang, 2018; Tajvidi et al., 2014). Currently, e-learning is a necessary component of education. Along with traditional or classical lectures, online lectures, or what is commonly referred to as e-learning, is one method that can be used to innovate learning (Duncan et al., 2013; Kebritchi et al., 2017). The use of technology in everyday life and in the process learning needs to be used wisely so that the benefits can be maximized and according to needs (Chang et al., 2021; Chin & Wang, 2021). The need for educational innovation exists because, in addition to the rapid advancement of information technology, the number of students enrolled in higher education continues to grow (Bervell & Arkorful, 2020; Sadegi, 2019). Additionally, one of the benefits of online lectures is that students can interact with learning resources at any time and from any location, because learning resources have been packaged electronically and made accessible to students via online learning (Beaumoyer et al., 2020; Hwang et al., 2021). One of the competencies required in the workplace in the twenty-first century and the industrial revolution 4.0 era is competence in the use of digital technology (Hashim, 2018; Islam Sarker et al., 2019).

Learning is a process that students engage in in order to accomplish learning objectives (Anggrellangi et al., 2020; Molina et al., 2018). Students are involved in problem solving through the design of artifacts in project-based learning (Chao et al., 2017; Koh et al., 2010). Online education is the type of education that is required today. As objects in the industrial era 4.0, we are compelled to follow developing trends. Online education can assist students in comprehending the material. Online education allows for greater flexibility in the classroom because it can be accessed from anywhere and at any time. Numerous academic institutions that were previously hesitant to alter their traditional pedagogical approach were forced to make a complete shift to online teaching–learning (Dhawan, 2020; Ali Sadikin & Hamidah, 2020). Schools and universities agreed to change learning activities towards distance learning systems (Kalyuga, 2012; Richardson et al., 2016). The issue that researchers at the S1 Educational Technology Study Program at the State University of Surabaya encountered was the issue of learning in media courses. The impediment exists because students and lecturers are unable to conduct learning directly. This becomes an impediment to the lecturer's delivery of material. If this issue persists, it will have a significant effect on student competence. Media literacy is a required component of the S1 Educational Technology study program. As a result, this issue must be addressed immediately to ensure that learning continues to occur effectively even when students and lecturers do not meet in person.

When learning media lectures are used, the learning process is still conducted in the traditional manner. Thus, when a pandemic strikes and universities are forced to transition to online learning, learning must also migrate to online learning. This is reinforced by research findings that the learning process must be conducted effectively via online education (Sintema, 2020; Yustika et al., 2019). Industry 4.0 development requires an increase in teacher innovation (Y Helsa et al., 2021; Lapada et al., 2020). One of the fundamental principles is that learning should be centered on the student. Students are positioned as active learners throughout their studies (Desyandri et al., 2019; Kristanto, 2021). When the learning process is monotonous, student motivation is low. To facilitate this, innovation is used to create an online learning environment that maximizes the learning experience for students (Joshi et al., 2020; Richardson et al., 2016). Students at Unesa educational technology can also collaborate with students from other universities via online learning, specifically education technology at the State University of Malang. Many educators, particularly in higher education institutions, have embraced online learning due to the benefits it provides to both students and teachers (Alodwan & Almosa, 2018; Idris et al., 2018).

State University of Malang, as East Java's first LPTK, laid the groundwork for the establishment of subsequent LPTKs, including State University of Surabaya. The State University of Surabaya's history began with the forerunner of Surabaya's integration of B-I and B-II courses, and then as FKIP in 1960. Then, in 1961, FKIP was integrated into the University of Malang as a student. As such, the State University of Malang was chosen as a collaborator for the development of this online module to supplement pedagogical scientific content. Meanwhile, Unesa has a role to play in facilitating technological and digital innovation. According to what is stated in Peraturan Rektor Universitas Negeri Surabaya Nomor 5 tahun 2017 Regarding Article 6 paragraph 1 of the Guidelines for the Implementation of E-Learning, which states: "E-learning students are Unesa students and/or students from other universities who have collaborated with UNESA." and Article 13 regarding credit transfer collection, it is hoped that the two parties will cooperate without incident. The chosen subject is educational media, specifically photography media, which teaches students how to create photo media for educational purposes. In the even semester of 2020/2021, this course carries a credit load of four. Thus far, instruction has taken the form of lectures, presentations, and discussions, with lectures conducted face-to-face in class. As a result, innovative efforts are required to address the issue of limited classroom space when lectures are delivered via an online model. One of these efforts is to conduct hybrid learning, which is distance learning conducted online via the internet (e-learning), in order to ensure that the student learning process runs smoothly and with the highest possible quality (Cavanagh et al., 2020; Sidhu & Gage, 2021). Assignments are used to evaluate student learning, which means that all student assignments must be submitted online (Putri, 2020; Waqar et al., 2016). This not only reduces the printing costs borne by students, but it also reduces the amount of
paper used. When students submit assignments online, they enable course tutors to easily correct them. Additionally, this system teaches students to submit assignments on time, as a time limit is automatically imposed if a student is late. Along with assignments, students are evaluated on their learning by taking online quizzes. At the conclusion of the quiz, this quiz will automatically assess the results of student work, assisting the lecturer in the correction process. From a student’s perspective, the cause is that students have not yet engaged in maximal learning activities due to a deficiency in critical thinking (Astuti et al., 2021; Purwitaningrum & Prahmana, 2021).

The use of learning media for synchronous and asynchronous activities can assist students in comprehending learning (Amiti, 2020; Ogbonna et al., 2019). E-learning courses have become a popular method of imparting knowledge to students in institutions of higher learning (Morze et al., 2021; Nuryadi et al., 2020). Online learning refers to educational activities that take place over the Internet and require teachers to upload instructional materials to the platform (Summak et al., 2010; Tang et al., 2021). One way to address this issue is through the creation and implementation of digital learning innovations (Benavides-Varela et al., 2020; Khairudin et al., 2019). Online learning tools and facilities take the form of learning resources that are equipped with web pages and can be accessed independently by students. Instructional materials in the form of instructional videos. The innovation resulting from the development of online learning is a camera simulator that students can use interactively. Students can self-assess their learning outcomes using an assessment menu. Confirmed by numerous research findings indicating that online learning can be conducted in a flexible manner and encourages students to engage in independent learning (Richardson et al., 2016; A. Sadikin & Hamidah, 2020). Lecturers must actively motivate students to adapt to social changes in the field of digital technology and foster a positive learning environment through online instruction (Astuti et al., 2021; Wijaya et al., 2021). Online learning media can be defined as those that are equipped with control devices that enable users to operate and access what they require, such as downloading resources for educational materials (Kristanto et al., 2021; Udayani et al., 2021). Additionally, online research findings can increase student motivation when they align with research findings. (Astuti et al., 2021; Fitriyani et al., 2020). Since the emergence of online learning, many educational institutions have used a variety of internet applications in the process of teaching and learning (Qazi et al., 2020; Satyawan et al., 2020). However, the utilization of these applications was restricted to some educational institutions in the world in general, and open universities in particular. The purpose of this research is to develop learning in the Digital Learning Learning Media course. It is hoped that bold learning will help students in independent learning.

2. METHOD

The research method used in this study is development research. Development research is a subset of research that focuses on resolving problems encountered in the field. This study’s development research model is based on the ADDIE development model of learning development. The ADDIE model is well-suited for use in developing online learning. This is due to the model’s high level of complexity and coherence. Because the explanations and stages are easily applicable, the ADDIE model can assist researchers in developing learning. One of the competencies required in the workplace in the twenty-first century and the industrial revolution 4.0 era is competence in the use of digital technology (Yullys Helsa & Kenedi, 2019).
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The ADDIE model is a simple-to-implement learning system design model that illustrates the fundamental stages of a learning system (Cahyadi, 2019). These phases serve as dynamic and adaptable
frameworks for effective and efficient instruction (Alodwan & Almosa, 2018). We will describe the ADDIE development model in the following sections. The subjects of this study were students enrolled in 51 Educational Technology courses at the State University of Surabaya. Along with students as research subjects, the researchers used three experts in their fields as data sources: a material expert, a learning design expert, and a media expert. Observation, interviews, and questionnaires are used to collect data. Through the use of a data retrieval technique.

The ADDIE model was used to develop this online learning. Additionally, the ADDIE model is a systematic model with revision stages at each step. Thus, each stage can be evaluated to ensure that development errors are minimized. The term is nearly synonymous with instructional system development. When used in development, this process is considered sequential but also interactive, as the results of each stage's evaluation can be used to advance the learning process to the next stage. The model's stages are as follows: analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. Additionally, the subject of this research is State University of Surabaya and State University of Malang students who are enrolled in media education courses. The research was conducted using a variety of pre-existing theories. These are theories about online learning, development models, and how developed learning models can be used effectively in learning. The study's learning model is an online learning model, or what is commonly referred to as online learning. This instrument collects data through the use of questionnaires and tests. The Gutman scale is used to analyze the questionnaire data. The Gutman scale is a decomposition scale used to elicit a firm response from respondents with a firm response, namely "yes-no." (Sugiyono, 2016). For measurement and instrument validation, a latent variance-based structural equation model approach was used. The technique used to analyze the data is descriptive qualitative and quantitative analysis.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result

The analysis section conducts a needs analysis, an audience analysis, a topic analysis, and a task analysis. The Learning Media course is taught at several other universities as part of the same study program, namely the Education Technology study program at both State University of Surabaya and State University of Malang. It examines the rationale for using learning media. Thus, the requirement for these courses serves as a foundation for administering online courses. The host university's curriculum and learning outcomes are the foundation for developing and implementing this course. As a result, this program is co-organized by the Education Technology Study Program at the State University of Surabaya and the Education Technology Study Program at the State University of Malang. Additionally, both universities have a support system in place to facilitate the implementation of online lectures. This design stage is about planning for the implementation of online learning through the creation of a learning environment on the LMS with the URL https://spada.tp.ac.id. This design stage is where the developer will plan the project he is developing (development of a product). Numerous products fail or do not work as a result of the design not being mature or ready but being compelled to continue (Desyandri et al., 2019). The stages begin with the development of materials, activities in online learning, the provision of discussion forums via chat rooms, and the provision of virtual face-to-face forums via the big blue button.

The development stage involves the process of integrating technology, management, and educational processes. Additionally, learning designers have begun to develop and produce high-quality educational materials, beginning with design, instructional materials, and the learning process. The primary aspect of online education is the learning resources. The State University of Surabaya collaborates on the development of online courses with the State University of Malang via the LMS accessible at https://spada.tp.ac.id. Lecturers develop courses using this system, which includes a variety of sources/teaching materials such as presentation files, simulator applications, videos (power point with voice, animations, tutorials, and videos embedded from YouTube), article URLs, and various other supporting files. The course includes a variety of activities, including quizzes, discussion forums, chat, assignments, feedback, surveys, workshops, and the SCORM package. Additionally, this LMS includes video conferencing capabilities via the Big Blue Button. The material expert test results indicate that 90% of the samples are "very good." Expert testing on learning design equals 90% "very good," media expert testing equals 90% "very good," and student testing equals 95% "very good". It can be said that the developed online learning is feasible to use. The implementation stage is a critical step in putting the developed learning products into action. In online learning for media courses, digital-based media is used in the form of a DSLR camera simulator that is specially designed to be simulated by students as a camera that includes all of the camera's primary tool settings.

The final stage is to conduct an evaluation, the results of which will indicate whether the media is valid or invalid. This stage occurs following the distribution of online learning to students. The lecturer administers pretest and posttest questions to students to ascertain their ability levels. The data analysis stages are used to
determine the effectiveness of online learning through the use of a t-test and the IBM SPSS Statistics application. To begin, the researchers evaluated the learning design through field trials. Both evaluations assessed student learning outcomes following the implementation of online learning activities. Based on the analysis of the data obtained, it was determined that there was a significant increase in student learning outcomes in the experimental class; additionally, it was established that there was a difference between the t-count value of the control class and the experimental class (3.558 < 5.610); thus, it can be concluded that there was an increase in learning outcomes associated with the use of online learning for media courses.
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**Discussion**

Online learning in the Spada program of the State University of Surabaya's education technology study program is an online course for learning media courses. The online courses will be offered in the odd semester of the 2020/2021 school year via http://spada.tp.ac.id. This online mode of instruction incorporates innovative features such as online practice tests using camera simulators equipped with audio that can be used to evaluate practical courses. Additionally, students can access a variety of learning resources online (Fuad et al., 2020; Lapitan et al., 2021; Van Alten et al., 2020). Appropriate learning media must be aligned with the content and learning objectives to be accomplished, as stated in the statement (Choi et al., 2021; Selvaraj et al., 2021). The use of learning media, such as learning resources and tools, is tailored to the content of the learning materials and the desired outcomes (Klimova, 2021; Syauqi et al., 2020). Students can practice on the camera simulator or directly on the camera. Additionally, the media contains practical tests and assessments. This media is expected to be innovative in the sense that practical courses can be delivered online via appropriate media and can address learning objectives (Abramovitz et al., 2012; Gillett-Swan, 2017). Additionally, this media is extremely user-friendly, which means that students can easily incorporate it into their online learning (Gerhardt-Szép et al., 2017; Solehana et al., 2019). At the moment, students in Indonesia, particularly the millennial generation, require online model learning through the use of internet technology (Arifuddin et al., 2020; Rusli & Antonius, 2019). This is consistent with the SPADA Indonesia program's development of online courses. Students can easily find online courses through SPADA Indonesia. Students gain experience and knowledge from a variety of universities when they enroll in online courses. Naturally, this will enhance students' knowledge, skills, and attitudes (Amin et al., 2021; Khan et al., 2021). Interactions with the instructor take place in discussion forums that are open throughout the semester. Students can ask questions and also assist in answering questions from their peers. Students may also request additional time for discussion forums. There is one supporting lecturer who is in charge of this discussion forum and will respond to questions posed by students. Additionally, students can practice shooting online using a camera simulator.

At the conclusion of the learning process, the lecturer completes a student satisfaction questionnaire regarding the implementation of online learning and its support, which includes helpdesk services and learning support facilities. This data will be used by Unesa's e-learning managers to improve the system's performance and supporting facilities. Giving grades to partner students is accomplished by administering assessments manually and then submitting them to partner universities for entry into partner students' records, where they will later appear on the KHS of students who program this course. The findings of previous studies also stated that online learning could help students in self-study (Mahyoob, 2020; Owusu-Fordjour et al., 2020). Other research findings also state that effective online learning can help students learn anytime and anywhere (Bock et al., 2018; Lapitan et al., 2021; Maarop & Embi, 2016). It can be concluded that online learning is effectively applied. The development of online learning can be helpful for students in carrying out learning caused by the
limitations of distance and time. This bold course has innovative values, including independent online practice tests using camera simulators equipped with audio and video to make learning more interactive.

## 4. CONCLUSION

By conducting numerous trials, it is possible to conclude that the online learning that has been developed is viable for continuation and development in a much more positive direction. There was an increase in learning outcomes associated with the use of online learning for media courses. As a result, in the future, this online learning can be applied to classroom instruction.
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